GSAP SCHEDULE / ITINERARY / BUDGET: CHINA
Summer 2017
Faculty: Clifford Pearson and Geoffrey von Oeyen
[Draft 1.0; 02/16/17]

FIELD STUDIES WORKSHOP
Hyper-Urbanism: Beijing, Hong Kong & Shenzhen [4 units]
May 30 – June 12, 2017 [13 days]

DRAFT BUDGET
Plane Flight – LAX > Beijing (or Hong Kong)
$1,200 - $1,750

Intra-China Flights  (Beijing > Shanghai > Hong Kong)
$400 - $600

Taxis & Museum Fees
$200 - $300

Materials, Supplies, Printing
$100

Housing
$30 – $60 / day (double occupancy) = $390 - $780

Beijing:
Kapok Hotel
http://www.kapokhotelbeijing.com
or
Yitel Hotel Beijing Wangjing 798
http://yitel-hotel-beijing-wangjing-798.beijinghotelchina.net/#mobile-accordion

Shanghai:
Campanile Shanghai Bund Hotel ($62/night)
or
The Bund Riverside Hotel ($64/night)
http://www.bundriversidehotel.com

Hong Kong:
I-Club Sheung Wan
Food
$10 - $20 (TBD on case by case basis) = $140 - $280

Tuition
$1,733 / unit = $6,932
See Eric Moore for additional info

DESIGN STUDIO
Rural-Urban Connections [6 units]

Part 1: Urban Villages (Shenzhen)
June 13 – June 24, 2016 [12 days]

Part 2: Rural Urbanism (Xi’an/Jade Valley/Zhaojin)
June 25 – July 11, 2016 [17 days]

Part 3: Art Island (Shenzhen)
July 12 – July 23, 2016 [12 days]

DRAFT BUDGET
Plane Flight – LAX > Shenzhen (or Hong Kong)
$1,250 - $1,750

Intra-China Flights
$300

Taxis & Museum Fees
$250 - $350

Materials, Supplies, Printing
$200 + / -

Hotels
Shenzhen
Novotel Bauhinia Shenzhen
or
Shenzhen LOFT Youth Hostel
www.yhachina.com
or
City Inn OCT Loft Shenzhen
http://www.cityinoctloft.com
Xi’an
Grand Noble Hotel Xi’an
http://www.grandnoblehotel.com

Jade Valley
Art Hotel
http://www.jadevalley.com.cn/wineresort/?site_language=english

**Hotels**
$30 - $60 / day (double occupancy): $1,260 - $2,520

**Food**
$10 - $20 (TBD on case by case basis) = $420 - $840

**Tuition**
$1,733 / unit = $10,398
See Eric Moore for additional info

**Note:** Itinerary and schedule may change as needed during the summer session. All costs (except tuition) are estimates. Hotel costs are based on double occupancy. Single rooms are available for an extra cost.

There is a chance that part of our stays in Xi’an/Jade Valley and Shenzhen will be sponsored. So some hotel nights may be paid for by sponsoring organizations. I will keep you informed of this as I learn more.